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1 - Chapter one: The start of a new day

InuYasha: The Next Generation

Narrator: Hello everyone and welcome to the first chapter of �InuYasha: The Next Generation.� Right
now I would like to introduce the creator of this story. Kimu Uchiha!!!

Me: Hey everyone I�m Kimu you may know me as Symphoniaprincess101, well I just joined this
awesome new club called INUYASHA THE NEXT GENERATION!!!!!! And the leader of this club is
Yukiko a dog demon. She�s the proud leader of InuYasha The New Generation, and the mate of
Sesshomaru. You may also know her as FluffysPrincess2968. Here are the members of the group so
far:

Kimu (me) [Symphoniaprincess101] Dog/Wolf demon
~
Narunai [Kouni46892742] Wolf Demon
~
Dani [Nekogal411] Cat/Bat Hanyou
~
Tsukiku [YamiRevea] Avatar (spirit controller)
~
Jordian B [sexxygirl93] Tiger Hanyou
~
Yen [Jbelle] Wolf Demon
~
Chika [NekoChika] Unknown Breed (mix)
~
Holly [DragonGirl1136] Human
~
Kisochi [zukosavatarofthesunandmoon] Snake demon
~
Nina Chama [SquishyNinaChan] Human
Well that�s about it for now but as we travel the feudal era we�ll be sure to pick up some more friends
along the way. Well on with the story^^

Narrator: well it was a gorgeous day today. The sun was shining and Kimu had just woken up getting
ready to see her friends in the feudal era but things don�t sound too good in her house.

Kimu�s mom: No I refuse to let you go there again. The last time you came home with blood all over your
outfit.

Kimu�s dad: Well what do you expect when it come to that era. That she comes home clean as a whistle
without getting into fights.



Kimu: Mom. Dad. Come on I�m going to be late as it is. Can�t you guys punish me some other time
plz!!!!!!

Kimu�s dad: Well I guess&

Kimu�s mom: Absolutely not.

Kimu: Mom come on my friends are waiting and I will not let them down.

Kimu�s dad: Fine, go but be careful.

Kimu: I will bye!! *runs off to the scarred well* SEE YOU GUYS IN A FEW WEEKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Kimu�s mom: why did you let her go?!?!

Kimu�s dad: the girl needs adventure and her friends. How would you like it if your parents always told
you what to do?

Kimu�s mom: you have a point.

Dani: finally it took you long enough.

Kimu: sorry mom held me back.

Dani: well let�s go the others are waiting.

Kimu: ok.*grabs her bag and goes through the well*

Dani: *fallows her*

Narrator: well that�s it for today find out what happens next time on �InuYasha: The Next Generation�



2 - Chapter two:The group meets Kouji

InuYasha: The Next Generation

Narrator: We last left our heroes Dani and Kimu going back to the feudal era lets see what their up to
now.

Yukiko: Where are they?!?!

Narunai: they�re late!!!

Tsukiku: relax guys they�ll get here soon I�m sure of it.

Jordian B: huh?*looks in the well and sees Kimu and Dani* Here they are.

Tsukiku: I told you.

Holly: what took so long?!?!

Kimu: sorry my mom was being way more protective then usual and ran me late.

Dani: I think her dad is the only one who she can trust to let her come back and forth.

Yen: well toss up your stuff Kimu.

Kimu: ok up it comes*throws up her bag to the others and it lands on Nina*

Nina: oof!!! What do you have in the bag?!?!?!><

Kimu:*climbs out* Just the usual stuff.

Kisochi: I guess it feels lighter to demons on half demons.

Dani: I guess so.

Holly: lucky you guys><

Chika: well it isn�t our fault. We were born that way.

Yukiko: true that.

Narunai: well any way let�s get going.



Jordian B: yeah. Come on let�s get a move on.

Everyone: ok!!!

Narrator: they walk for a few minuets until they reach the village in a rampage. By none other than
Kimu�s childhood friend Kouji.

Kimu: *gasp*O.O

Chika: *gets out a bow and arrow, aims* Who is that?!?!

Kimu: No!! Don�t shoot him!!!!

Yen: What?!?! Why?!?!

Kimu: Let me handle it!!! Please!!!!

Dani: ok but be careful with him.

Yukiko: If he even thinks of hurting you we�ll step in ok?!

Kimu: you got it.

Narrator: Kimu approaches Kouji who she corners by the Great Tree.

Kimu: Kouji!!!!

Kouji: huh?! O.O No don�t say �it�

Kimu: *Takes a deep breath* SIT BOY!!!!!!!><

Kouji: *hits the ground hard* OWWWWWWWWW>< *lifts head from ground* What did I do?!?!?!?!

Kimu: Aside from trying to take the sacred jewel?!?

Everyone:*comes to see what happened*Kimu are you ok?

Kimu: yea I�m fine^^

Holly: whoa O.O what did you do to him?!?

Kimu: I just have to say �sit� and he goes down.

Kouji: *goes down even farther*owww><

Kisochi: well you do deserve it umm& what his name again?



Kimu: his name is Kouji.

Dani: Kouji you did deserve it.

Kouji: ><

Narrator: Well that�s it for this chapter until next time on �InuYasha The Next Generation�



3 - Chapter three: Kimu and Kouji's past and new members

InuYasha: The Next Generation

Narrator: We last left our heroes meeting up with Kimu�s old friend Kouji. Let�s see what their up to now.
Yukiko: So let�s get this straight. Kouji is your old friend right?
Kimu: yup.
Dani: And he is the child of InuYasha, the strongest half demon ever, and Kagome, the strongest half
demon priestess in the world, right?
Kouji: yeah.
Narunai: so why was Kouji trying to take the sacred jewel?
Kouji: Well it all started when me and Kimu were kids.
*FLASHBACK*

Monster: Raghhhhhhh!!!!!!!*starts chasing little Kimu and Kouji*

Both: AHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!*start running away*

Little Kimu:*spreads wings out and flies up*Come on Kouji you don�t want to get eaten by that thing do
you?????!!!!!!!!

Little Kouji: Well unlike you I don�t have wings to fly!!!!!

Little Kimu:*flies down*Get on my back then!!!!

Little Kouji:*gets on Kimu�s back*Are you sure about this?!?!

Little Kimu:*flies up*Just hold on tight ok!!!!!

Little Kouji: ok I put all my trust in you!!!!!

Little Kimu:*starts to sing �Explode by Nelly Furtado*
Peso...Joga...ginga...roda

Vera's face burnt as a memory of bedroom fun

With a lighter and some hairspray

Smoking in the girls' room

Not worse than Shelley's rape behind the McDonald's

By a man she thought was fine, didn't tell anybody



Or maybe back then we just thought that she was getting some

Now we look back and see that she didn't know how

We never thought that we'd get caught up

Stuck in the teenage waste

As we explode

As we explode

Then getting drunk in the bushes by the road outside the Kmart

Rolling around in them to see if you would get prickled

Slip the acid on your tongue rooftop mall parkade

We couldn't get enough

Then count the stars and the ten million woes

Just you and the universe judging each other

We never knew that we'd get caught up

Stuck in the teenage waste

As we explode

As we explode

As we explode

As we let go...yeah

Peso...roda...ginga...Joga

It's a fight, it's a fight and you finally belong

Got a shiner now and it's more than a battle scar

More than a battle scar, such a good, good story to tell

At lunch break, lunch break, lunch break, lunch break

Such a good, good story to tell



You bully, you break, you bully, you break

You fake, you fake, you fake, you fake

You smoke, you toke, you want, you flaunt, you hit it and you're in it and it's spinning

And it's wild

We never thought that we'd get caught up

Stuck in the teenage waste

As we explode

As we explode

As we explode

As we let go

We're counting the stars

We're counting the stars

We're gonna go far, we're gonna go far

We're counting the stars, we're counting the stars

We're not very far, we're not very far

And it's you and me in the open air

It's truth or dare, we don't care

We're counting the stars, we're counting the stars, we're counting the stars, we're counting the stars

Monster: RAGHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!*explodes*

Little Kimu and Kouji: Wahhh*start to fall and get caught by&Sesshomaru!!!!*

Little Kouji:*looks at him*Thanks uncle^^

Little Kimu:*looks at him too*Yeah thanks lord Sesshomaru^^

Sesshomaru:*put them down*no problem as long as you don�t tell my brother that I actually helped out
ok?



Both: sure thing^^

InuYasha: too late for that*smirks*

Sesshomaru:*mad* How long were you two standing there?!?!

Kagome: Long enough my brother-in-law

All but Sesshomaru: LOL

*end of flashback*

Kouji: After that when Kimu had to leave for almost 6 years mom and dad said that once Kimu returns
the old legacy of me and your mother will start again with us taking their places.
Kimu: So that�s why you were after the jewel so we could relive your parents� experience.
Tsukiku: Everything makes sense but one thing.
Nina: What�s that?
Tsukiku: Kimu HAS WINGS!!!!!?????O.O
Kimu: yeah I have wings.
Holly: awesome can you show us?
Kimu: sure^^*goes outside of the hut they were in*
Everyone: *fallows her*
Kimu:*closes eyes then wings appear out of Kimu�s back and she starts to fly up in the air*
Everyone but Kouji: WOW!!!!!!O0O
Narrator: all of a sudden Kimu senses someone in trouble
Kouji: I know that look. Someone�s in trouble right!?
Kimu: Yup*comes down from the air*
Yen: Well lead the way to the person.
Jordian B: &I sense it too it�s from the north.
Chika: well&
Everyone: let�s go!!!
Narrator: as they go to the north to the people in trouble lets go to who it is.
Monster:*trying to break out of spell*Raghhhhhhh!!!!!
Girl 1: I can�t hold it off forever is everyone in this village out yet?
Girl 2: almost everyone. There�s one more person left.
Girl 1: well hurry up I can�t hold this thing much longer!!!!
Girl 2:*looks around and hears a little kid crying**kicks open the door to the house where the kid is
at*Come on I�ll help you out of here.
Kid:*looks at her*No you�re just going to eat me!!!
Girl 2: I won�t eat. I�m here to help you my friend and I have gotten you family and the rest of the
villagers out.
Girl 1: hurry and get the kid�Ahhhhh!!!!!!!
Monster:*breaks out of spell*Raghhhhhhh!!!!! I�m free and ready to kill!!!!!
Kid: Ahhhhh!!!!!!! TTT^TTT
Girl 2:*grabs the kid and run out**boom* Ah!!!!*put kid down*I need you to get out of here and fast ok.
Go now!!!!!!!



Kid:*runs away saying* Thank you dog lady!!!!!
Kimu:*Stars singing �Explode� By Nell Furtado to give everyone a power boost and the power boost
goes to the mystery girls*
Girl 1 and 2:*looks at Kimu and the rest of the group* Who are you guys?!?!
Yukiko: we�ll have plenty of time to talk later!! Now let�s take care of this monster!!!
Everyone: ok!!!
Narrator: after a few mins the sacred jewel that Kimu had was taken from her O.O
Yukiko: Give that back!!!!*shoot an arrow at the monster*gottcha!!>=)
Monster:*explodes and the jewel gets a lot of the damage*
Jewel:*breaks into millions of shards once again and scatter through out all of Japan*
Kouji: not good!!!
Chika: looks like your parents were right Kouji!!!
Narrator: after the fight everyone introduced themselves.
Girl 1: I�m Araynia [hayly125] a demon but I have no clue what type of demon.

Girl 2: I�m Siya [kogalover2013] I�m a dog/wolf demon.

Kimu: hey you�re the same type as demon as me.

Siya: well that�s cool I�m not the only dog/wolf in the world after all. Yay^^

Araynia: who ever said you were was wrong^^ umm can we join your group?

Yukiko: sure^^

Narrator: well that�s all for today until next time^^



4 - Chapter four:New members and Kimu's cold past part 1

InuYasha: The Next Generation

Narrator: last time we left our heroes gaining 2 new members, hearing Kimu and Kouji’s past and the
sacred jewel is broken once more let’s see what they’re up to now.

Kouji: Kimu where did you see the shards fall?

Kimu: where do you think? All over Japan

Kouji: well if you guys thought before acting then maybe the jewel will still be in one piece!!!><

Kimu: well if you hadn’t tried to steal the jewel then maybe we wouldn’t be in this mess!!!!><

Kisochi: enough the both of you.

Both Kimu and Kouji: He/She started><

Dani: I don’t care who started it I’ll finish it.

Nina: ok guys break it up.

Yukiko: this will need some getting used to.

Yen: … huh?*hears something not far from here*

Narunai: What’s wrong Yen?

Yen: I hear something… but I have no clue what it is.

Holly: what do you think it is?

Yen: it sounds like people screaming and fighting.

Kimu: huh?*sniff, sniff, sniff*I know that scent^^

Kouji: is it her?

Kimu: yup she’s in the bushes^^*something lunges at her*Kisha!!!!^^

Everyone but Kouji: Who?_?

Kouji: Kisha. Kimu’s partner in battle



Kisha: mew^^

Kouji: it’s good to see ya again Kisha^^

Kisha: mew mew mew^^*same here Kouji^^*

Kimu: its ok Kisha you can talk^^

Kisha: Yay^^ any way I need you guys to come with me into town. (Here is what she looks like: 

)

Siya: the thing talks O.O

Kimu: she isn’t a “thing” she’s a cat two tailed cat for the matter.

Araynia: still she talks

Kouji: it took Kimu 5-7 months but she managed to get Kisha to talk perfectly and how to sing to.

Everyone else: OMG O.O

Kimu: can we go plz?

Everyone: right!!!

Kisha: fallow me*heads toward town*

Jordian B: well we’ll find out what you heard Yen

Yen: yeah, yeah.

Narrator: once they got to the village 2 other girls fighting a huge monster

Girl 1: WHITE TIGER SLASH!!!!!!!*it’s like iron revere soul stealer*

Girl 2: Alice be careful!!!

Alice: you’re one to talk look out to the left

Girl 2: *jumps out of the way of the monster*

Monster: RAGHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Kimu: *gasps* It’s the spirit of the nightmares O_O

Yukiko: the what of what?



Yen: the sprit of the nightmares. Obviously Kimu had a bad experience with one

Kimu:*scared out of her mind*

Kouji: Kimu you ok?

Kimu:*passes out*

Kisha: *transforms and catches her* (her transformed 

)

Siya: take that as a “no”

Alice: WHITE TIGER SLASH!!!!!!

Girl 2: TIGER SOUL DEYSTROIER!!!!!!*also like the iron revere soul stealer*

Alice: nice one Serima^^

Serima: thanks^^

Dani: *aims and shoots an arrow*

Yukiko: *takes out her sword and attacks the monster with the arrow*

Monster: *explodes and out comes a jewel shard*

Yukiko: *catches it* that’s one.

Dani: how’s Kimu?



Kimu: *out cold*

Yukiko: that bad.

Alice: sorry I couldn’t help over hear but is there any way we can help?

Kouji: she just needs to rest.

Siya: hey Alice, Serima.

Both girls: Hm

Siya: would you like to join our team?

Both girls: sure^^



5 - Author's Note

I'm so sorry that i haven't been updating my stories as much
as i would like to.I've been haveing the worst case of writers
block because i've been coming up withidk 80-900 different
ideas for all my current stories and new one that my brain just
shuts down. I'M SUPER MEGA SORRY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



6 - Chapter5:Kimu's cold Past part 2

Narrator:Last time Kimu passed out right befor a battle that the rest of her group managed to win in no
time.After a few days the group got bigger by adding 3 new members Sachiko[xXRollingStarXx] a Red
Wolf Demon,Kanchou a Raccoon Hanyou and SaChou Shima [PanicMode24] a dog youkai. now lets
see what everyone is up to.

Yukiko:well has she woken up yet?

Kouji:nope....That's it*picks Kimu up bridl style and walks out of the hut*

Kanchou:dude where are you going?

Kouji:u'll see*smirks*

Sachiko:why do i have a feeling this isn't going to end well.

Yen:Let's fallow.

Narrator:every one Fallows Kouji to a river near by.

Serima:Kou waht are you doing?

Kouji:*dumps Kimu in to the river*

Kimu:*comes out and Gasps*KOUJI!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! WAHT THE HELL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Kouji:^^

Kimu:i hate you right now><

Kouji: :P

SaChou Shima:*Giggles*

Kimu:not funny SaChou-san

SaChou:you know my name?_?

Kimu:yea just because i was nocked out for 3 weeks dosen't mean i don't hear things.

Dani:that makes sense but you didn't even flinch when we banged a whole bunch of stuff near your ears.

Kimu:._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.Uhhhhh



Kouji:u read their mind to figure out their names right.

Kimu:yes...

Tsukiku:i didn't know you could read minds?

Yen:must run in her blood

Kimu*feels kind of jummpy*

Holly:kimu u're twitching.

Kimu:i'm ok

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A/N:i'm sorry but that's going to be it for now untill my brain starts working againTT~TT
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